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NOTE ON DOCUMENTATION

Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council are referred to in this Yearbook by their official numbers. The number of the session at which the resolution was adopted appears in parentheses: thus, the General Assembly's resolution 727 (VIII) is its 727th, adopted at its eighth session; the Economic and Social Council's resolution 482 (XVI) is its 482nd, adopted at its sixteenth session; and the Trusteeship Council's resolution 645 (XII) is its 645th, adopted at its twelfth session. The context indicates which organ is referred to. In the case of the Security Council, the document citation of the original mimeographed resolution is given. These resolutions are, in general, reproduced in printed form in the Official Records. In the case of the International Court of Justice, the official citations are given for documents cited.

In the case of other documents, such as reports and draft resolutions, the original citation is given. The basic symbol forms are as follows: General Assembly, A/-; Security Council, S/-; Economic and Social Council, E/-; Trusteeship Council, T/-.

The Official Records of the various organs of the United Nations are available for consultation at United Nations depository libraries throughout the world and may be obtained from authorized agents for United Nations publications. In addition to the Official Records, the United Nations publishes a number of studies, reports and periodicals in many fields, including economics, finance, statistics, social welfare, human rights, demography and international law. Reference is made in the text of this Yearbook to a number of these studies and reports issued during 1953. A list of United Nations Sales Agents appears at the end of this volume and a list of abbreviations is given with the index.